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 Counselor Wang the prefectural Governor, and the other officials requested the master to 

address them.  The Master took the high seat in the Dharma Hall and said, “Today, I, this mountain 

monk, having no choice in the matter, have perforce yielded to customary etiquette, and taken this 

seat.  If I were to demonstrate the Great Matter in strict keeping with the teaching of the Patriarchal 

School I simply couldn’t open my mouth, and there wouldn’t be any place for you to find footing.  But 

since I have been so earnestly entreated today by the counselor, why should I conceal the essential 

doctrine of our school?  Now is there any adept warrior who forthwith can array his battle line, and 

unfurl his banners here before me?  Let him try to proving himself before the assembly!” 

 

 When I read this part of the Rinzai Roku it comes up in my mind, I remember, when I first came 

here to America such a long time ago, and how frightening an experience it was.  When I first came to 

America it was 1962, thirty seven years ago.  I was still really young.  I was only fifty five years old.  

So, as I just said I have been living here in America thirty seven years, because I am just this month, or 

pretty soon, becoming a full ninety two and a half years old. 

 And the reason why I came was because I was ordered to come by someone in Japan.  He said, 

“There are people in America who want to study Zen, and there is someone in America who will be 
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your sponsor, so Go!”  And my sponsor was a man who is still alive, Dr. Harmon.  In those days I 

suppose we can say that Japan wasn’t really an independent country yet, and so I suppose you needed 

a sponsor in order to come here to America.   

 But that is just talking about this worldly world of ours, and it is not so important.  So anyway, 

the person who ordered me to come here, by just telling me very curtly, “Go!” was the kancho of 

Myoshin-ji at the time.  Kancho means the abbot of a monastery, and in this case the abbot of the 

sub-sect of Rinzai Zen called Myoshin-ji.  And since that abbot who ordered me to come here has 

passed away there have been three, four, five different abbots of Myoshin-ji.  And so the present 

abbot is someone who is my junior in practice, my kohai 後輩 to a great degree.  Almost all of my 

friends from those days have also passed away, because, as I said, I was fifty five years old when I 

came, and that was thirty seven years ago, and so it is fair to say that all of my ties to Japan have 

vanished.  I have almost no relation with Japan anymore. 

 And I don’t know English very well.  Maybe my English was a little bit better in those days than 

it is now, but, it was this no-English-person called myself was the person who came over here to 

America.  I arrived at Los Angeles International Airport in 1962 on July twenty first.  But when I got 

here I was really sort of startled.  I mean you Americans are really good at English.  And it was 

completely different from any English I had studied.  And right from then I thought, “I just can’t deal 

with English.  I’m not going to even try.”  If I had really gotten serious about studying English right 

from the start then I would have thirty seven years of English study under my belt by now, and so I 

would probably have mastered it by now.  I mean if you were just born when I came, and you are 

thirty seven years old then of course you are a master of English by now.  But didn’t really want to 

study English, and I didn’t try to very much, and so I haven’t become a master of English.  And so 

even now when I try to give teisho on such a difficult text as this Rinzai Roku I have to depend on a 

translator.   

 In your cases, if you want to study Zen, if you don’t have a very strong will, if you don’t have a 

very strong spirit of determination to study it Zen will never become part of you.  Zen will never 
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become yours. 

 The reason why I said this part of the Rinzai Roku reminds me of my own coming to America is 

because Rinzai was ordered by someone also.  And the person he was ordered by was, in your text 

Counselor Wang the prefectural Governor. A prefecture is like a state in America such as California, 

and in this case the prefecture was Kannan prefecture in China.  And this guy was the king.  He was 

the local chieftain of that prefecture.  And he was the one who ordered Rinzai.  

 We can perhaps imagine that when Rinzai gave this talk he didn’t have a proper teisho chair.  

He just gave his talk in an ordinary house belonging to the prefectural governor.  And as for me I 

suppose you can call my quarters a little bit better than a pig stye, but not much.  I have been living in 

this tiny little cabin all of these years.  Maybe the place I have down at Rinzai-ji, the temple in Los 

Angeles is a little bit more high class than this.  When I first came to America my sponsor Dr. Harmon 

had rented a small house in Gardena, and asked me to live there.  And that is where I lived for the 

first five years.  And when I go back to visit that place, and I remember my own past there, I cannot 

help being impressed with myself, thinking, “Wow, I lived in a place like this for five years.” 

 Rinzai was a Zen man who appeared in the time in history following a persecution of Buddhism 

in China.  And so because of this situation probably he didn’t have a high seat to sit on when he gave 

his teisho.   And even now, at this age I go places and give teisho just anywhere, places that do not 

have a high seat to give a formal teisho.  I can feel that probably Rinzai was in this same situation, 

especially when he first started his teaching.    

 But another thing you can feel from this text is just how much energy, just how much power 

Rinzai has.  I can imagine Rinzai giving teisho under a tree, or sitting on a rock.  It doesn’t really 

matter where he was giving teisho, because he had this great spirit, this great energy.  He was giving 

teisho about the Dharma activity, that very activity that makes all of us, and makes this cosmos which 

is our home.  Rinzai wasn’t thinking trivial stuff such as,   “If I say something that is displeasing to 

the king then he might chop my head off,” or “If I say something that isn’t convenient to the king he 

might not give me a donation.”  He   wasn’t thinking stuff like that.   
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 So getting up on his place of teisho he cried out to everyone.  So let’s listen to what he cried 

out.  He cries out, “I’m not a cultured person.  I’m not an intellectual person.  I’m just a mountain 

monk.  I’m just a monk that has been spit out by this mountain.  I’m just like a shabby hobo.  I 

don’t know etiquette.”  He begins his talk putting himself down in this way. 

 He clearly confesses to everybody, “I have been born in the same way as all of you.”  He says, 

‘I have appeared just exactly in the same way as you have appeared, and when I disappear, then I will 

disappear just in the same way as you will.  And so there is no need, really, to talk about anything.’   

 But then he goes on and says, because this king, because this prefectural governor and the 

other officials have requested it reluctantly I will speak.   

 But this is a place where I have to ask you a question.  Rinzai says that he has been manifest in 

exactly the same way as all of us have been manifest, but what is that way?  As I told you yesterday, 

and as you all already know, every single thing that is manifest will disappear.  Where do we go?  

And where are we manifest from?  Rinzai confesses, Rinzai, cries out and says, “Okay, I have taken all 

the trouble to get up on this teisho seat, so now I will speak about this fundamental principle of 

appearance and disappearance, without hesitation, without holding anything back.   

 What he says is, “We have undoubtedly appeared, and so we must, one way or another, learn 

to recognize an activity that we can call the activity of appearing, or the activity of being revealed.  

And everybody knows that we also disappear, we also vanish, and so we all must learn to recognize, 

learn to perceive an activity that leads us to annihilation.  Rinzai also says this.   

 He clearly shouts out, “That span of time between when we are manifest and when we vanish, 

that span of time is what we call the human world.”  And in that span of time between birth and 

death what kind of way of being should we manifest?  What Rinzai is saying here is that some how or 

another we must find a way to recognize these two opposing activities of needing to do the activity of 

living, and needing to do the activity of dying.   Anyone should be able to know that the reality is, 

actually right now, we are being controlled by these two opposing activities of living and dying.  But 

what he goes on to say is that although we all do know that we are being controlled by the activities of 
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living and dying, even as we are knowing it, truly, we are not really knowing it.  Rinzai confesses, “It is 

for the sake of speaking about this principle that I have taken this high seat.” 

 In Tathagata Zen we call this principle the teaching that was taught by the patriarchs of Zen.  

And in Buddhism this fundamental  principle is called the principle of engi 縁起, pratitya-samutpada, 

dependent co-origination.  In Buddhism we call the activity of engi, pratitya-samutpada, dependent 

co-origination an activity that has as it content two opposing activities; the activity of tatha-gata, 

thus-going, the living activity, the activity that brings existences into being, and the activity of 

tatha-agata, thus-coming, the dying activity, the activity that leads existences to annihilation.  The 

Zen practice we do here, the Zen practice of Tathagata Zen is use these two fundamental  opposing 

activities, and with them investigate our very nature, investigate the very nature of the world which is 

our home, and to investigate into what it means to be a human being.  And we name the tatha-gata 

activity the activity of expansion, or the activity that affirms the self, and the tatha-agata activity the 

activity of contraction, or the activity that negates the self.  

 So if you compare this kind of Zen talk, this kind of Buddhist talk to the sort of talk where you 

are enjoying yourself and entertaining yourself sipping tea with your friends it’s like turning that kind 

of sipping tea talk right on its head.  It is probably the kind of talk that has no attraction whatsoever 

for you.   

 It is this principle that we all are manifest, actually, through both of these opposing activities, 

and when we vanish we vanish through the working of both of these two fundamental mutually 

opposing activities, it is this principle that Rinzai was asked to speak about by the king of the state of 

Kannan in China, and so having been asked by the king he thought, “What the heck.  There is nothing 

I can do about it.  I might as well go say something.”   

 Everybody seems to be in the same situation, as I told you yesterday.  Everybody seems to be 

in the situation of not really knowing what her self is, or how she came to be born, but even so, 

insisting on asserting the “I am” self.   

 But everybody can come to manifest the wisdom that knows that they have been manifest 
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here, they have appeared here, and just as inevitably as they have come to be manifest they also will 

come to vanish.  And if you come to know that principle then it will become impossible for you to 

unquestioningly assert your self, uncritically insist on your self, and have fights about this and that.   

 This is the first time we have met up with this shout of Rinzai’s voice, and so having bump up 

against this shout we should really take our time and investigate carefully this fundamental principle of 

how we come to be manifest, and how we come to vanish. 

 There is a state called the condition of the origin, and in this state of the source, or the origin, 

the self which calls itself “I am” has not yet appeared.  And what Rinzai is saying is that when you 

manifest the wisdom that clearly knows this condition of the origin you will realize for yourself how 

impossible it is to open up your mouth and say, “right” or “wrong,”  or “good,” or “bad.”  What he is 

saying is that of course every religion teaches along the lines of “Do good, and avoid doing evil,” but 

you will be startled, you will be amazed when you manifest the wisdom for yourself that clearly knows 

how impossible it is to say those things.  What Rinzai is saying is that the reason why it is possible for 

you to say such things as, “Do good and avoid doing evil” is because you are in a world of peace.  You 

are in a peaceful situation now, so you have the luxury to say such things.  But when you meet up 

with the state of the source, when you meet up with the condition of the origin you will be startled, 

because you will find that you will not even have any place to put your feet.  You will have no place to 

stand.  Because this condition of the origin is a place, it is a condition in which the “I am” self has not 

yet been manifest.  

 The condition of the origin is a kind of state where it is not necessary to do good, or to do evil.  

The condition of the source is a state in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming, 

have totally become one.  It is a state in which plus and minus have become one.  It is a state which 

is neither right nor wrong, neither good nor evil.  There is no “I am” self there. 

 People love to talk about various things such as salvation, or liberation, or freedom, but 

according to Buddhism it is only when you catch the experience for yourself of the condition of the 

origin that you can know these states of salvation or liberation.  The state of true salvation is the 
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state of perfection.  That state is neither good nor evil.  That is a state in which you are not being 

controlled by anybody, and also you are not tying anyone else up.   

 And this state where plus and minus are one is called the state of zero.  And that state of zero 

is only manifest when the self we call “I am” has totally dissolved.   When I talk about zero that 

sounds as if the human world is gone.  And so for people who are living in the human world to come 

to listen to a Zen talk about zero, a Buddhist talk about zero, seems to be completely irrelevant to their 

lives.  It seems to be completely topsy turvy, and so it doesn’t interest them. 

 But Buddhism further teaches that the condition of the origin never fixates itself.  It always 

acts.  It always moves on to manifest a new condition of the origin.  As I just said the condition of 

the origin is the state of completion, or perfection.  And that condition of perfection never fixates.  

It always acts to manifest a new state of perfection.  

 And the teaching of Buddhism further says that in the process of one condition of the origin 

manifesting a new condition of the origin undoubtedly, right in the world of zero the worlds of past, 

present, and future are manifest.   

 The worlds of past, present, and future are manifest, but just as inevitably as they are manifest 

they also are not fixated.  They also will disappear.  And when they disappear a new condition of the 

origin appears.   

 If we name the first condition of the origin, that is the root source itself “The condition of the 

origin number one,” then that condition of the origin moves on to manifest new conditions of the 

origin at levels two, three, four, five, on and on innumerably.  And this activity that manifests itself in 

this way is the Dharma activity.  This activity that forms this world that is our home manifests itself 

moving forward in this way. 

 But to go back and look carefully at the condition of the origin is the teaching of Buddhism.  

Buddhism demands that you study the state of the source until you truly know it. 

 Buddhism defines the state of the source as a state that is an activity. And that activity has as its 

content the two mutually opposing functions of plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  And 
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they are acting without will.  And the action of the condition of the origin is an action in which plus 

and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata are working together to manifest on the one hand a state of 

perfect unity, and on the other hand a state of facing, or a state in which they are distinct from each 

other.  They manifest these two states alternately, repetitively, over and over again.  This activity of 

plus and minus unifying and becoming distinct over and over again, as I told you yesterday, is an 

activity that has no will.   

 If you manifest the wisdom that clearly knows the origin for yourself, if you truly experience the 

condition of the origin for yourself, that is what it means to be a Buddha.  So you must really 

contemplate this carefully, with no mistakes.   

 Now we have to ask another question.  What kind of a world is the world in which plus and 

minus are doing their activity?   

 Everybody can see that inevitably plus and minus will come to meet each other.  There is no 

way to escape from this.  All of you are always meeting each other.  You know for yourselves that 

there is no way to avoid this condition of meeting.   

 In the teaching called Tathagata Zen it is said, “Do zazen earnestly, and carefully, and 

contemplate for yourself this situation of plus and minus meeting each other.”  You have to ask 

yourself the question, “Before plus and minus met where were they?  Where did plus come from in 

order to meet?  And where did minus come from?”  The teaching of Buddhism says that you have to 

find a way to think that before plus and minus met plus had his origin, and minus had her origin.  And 

then they took off from those origins, and after that they met each other. 

 But of course plus and minus are simply acting.  They are not doing the function of 

consciousness.   

 But having met Buddhism further asks you Can this condition of meeting be fixated or not?  

What do you think?  When you meet is it possible for you to fixate that condition of having met, and 

remain in that condition eternally?  There might be some of you who think that after having met you 

can just turn back, and go back to where you came from.  In the human world there might be certain 
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cases where you can manifest that sort of activity.  But when it comes to the Dharma activity, when it 

comes to the will-less activities of plus and minus, when they meet they do not turn around and go 

back to their own origins, always they breakthrough that point of meeting, and plus experiences the 

world of minus, and minus experiences the world of plus.  Plus and minus, together, simultaneously 

break through the point of meeting, and experience the world of the opposite.  And Buddhism further 

says that when that activity occurs inevitably plus will arrive at the origin of minus.   And likewise the 

plus activity will breakthrough the meeting, and experience the world of minus, and arrive at the origin 

of minus.   

 The minus activity is, as I said before, the contracting activity, and the plus activity is the 

expanding activity.  But the teaching of Tathagata Zen teaches that it is only because there is the 

opposite activity that the minus activity is capable of doing contracting.  It is only because the minus 

activity has a partner, its opposite who affirms it, that it has the ability to do contracting at all.  And 

the plus activity is expanding.  But it is only because it has an opposite activity, it has a partner who 

gives it the ability to expand that it can expand.  This fundamental principle is what Tathagata Zen 

strongly asserts.   

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that it is because there are two opposing activities called 

giving and taking, giving and receiving, that the two fundamental activities of plus and minus can make 

relationship with each other.  And this relationship between plus and minus is the Dharma activity. 

 This getting old stuff is a real drag.  And specially today I feel like my voice just   won’t come 

out of my throat.  It’s a hassle for me, and I bet it makes it hard for you listeners to listen to this tired 

old voice.   

 But I really want you to remember this principle that I just told you:  that it is because there is 

the position of giving that the position of receiving is simultaneously manifest.  And it is because 

there is the function of receiving that the function of giving can be done.   

 So let’s leave the story at this point today where the two activities have broken through each 

other. 
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終 

the end 


